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1. KEY FACTS AND FIGURES

Figure 1: Map of Ukraine

Source: CIA World Factbook

Ukraine is a country located in Eastern Europe, in a strategic position at the crossroads
between Europe and Asia. It borders with Belarus (an 891 km long border) to the north-
west, with Poland (428 km), Slovakia (90 km) and Hungary (103 km) to the west, with
Romania (538 km) and Moldova (940 km) to the south-west and with Russia (1,576 km) to
the north-east. Overall, boundaries with Ukraine account for 1 159 km of the external land
frontier of the European Union. To the south, the 2 782 km long Ukrainian coastline faces
the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov.

With an area of 603 700 sq. km, Ukraine is the largest country located entirely within
Europe. In terms of population (45.4 million inhabitants), the country stands between
Spain and Poland.1

Table 1: Key Data (2013)

Area 603 700 sq. km
Population 45 372 692
Population density (per sq. km) 75
Official language Ukrainian
Religion Orthodox Christianity (most widespread)
Currency Hryvnia (UAH) = EUR 0.06
GDP (current prices) 137 100 million EUR
Real GDP growth rate 0.0 %
Unemployment rate 7.2 %
Inflation rate -0.3 %
Public deficit 5.7 % of GDP
Public debt 40.2 % of GDP
Independence 24 August 1991 (from USSR)

Sources: Eurostat “ENP Countries database” (data for 2013); State Statistics Service of Ukraine

1 Source: Eurostat - ENP Countries database (data for 2013)
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/european_neighbourhood_policy/enp_east/data/database
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Most of Ukrainian territory consists of fertile steppes and plateaux, with mountains being
found only in Crimea and in the west of the country (Carpathian chain). Arable land
accounts for 53.85 % of the surface.2 Ukraine faces environmental issues such as
deforestation, as well as air and water pollution. Supplies of potable water are often
inadequate, especially in remote areas. On top of this, the northern regions are still having
to deal with radiation contamination from the 1986 Chernobyl disaster.3

The majority of the population of Ukraine identify themselves as ethnic Ukrainians
(77.8 %). Ethnic Russians represent the largest minority group (17.3 %) in the country,
whilst the remaining 5 % of the population is composed of several small groups
(Belarusians, Moldovans, Crimean Tatars, Bulgarians, Hungarians, Romanian, Poles, Jews
and others). However, ethnic Russians are the majority in the Autonomous Republic of
Crimea (around 60 %, rising to 71% in the city of Sevastopol) and form sizeable minorities
in the east and south of the country (around 40 % in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions;
25% in the Kharkiv region; 20% in the Odessa region).4 The strength of such minorities is
reinforced by the importance of the Russian language in the country.

Ukrainian - the only official language nationwide - is spoken as first language by 67 % of
the population. The overall proportion of Russian speakers in the country amounts to
24 %.5 However, the Russian-Ukrainian linguistic boundary is very fluid. Bilingualism is
extensive and according to the 2001 Ukrainian census 15 % of ethnic Ukrainians consider
Russian to be their first language.

Moreover, the number of Russian speakers is significantly higher in the eastern and
southern regions. Since 2012, Ukrainian legislation recognises Russian as a ‘regional
language’ in those oblasts (regions) where it is spoken by at least 10 % of the population,
allowing the use of Russian in courts, schools and government institutions.6

The issue of the Russian minorities has stood at the heart of relations between Kyiv and
Moscow since 1991. A number of radical nationalist groups – in both Russia and Ukraine -
have repeatedly tried to escalate tension and mobilise separatists over the question of
ethnic Russians and Russian-speakers. The attempts of the Kremlin to seek dual citizenship
for Russians living in Ukraine since 1994 have encountered steady opposition from the
government of Ukraine. The decision of the Parliament on 28 February 2014 to cancel the
2012 language law (finally not promulgated by the President) served as an argument by
Russia to claim that Russian-speaking communities were at risk in Ukraine.

1.1. Political and governmental structures
Ukraine is a semi-presidential republic, according to the Constitution adopted and ratified in
1996. The President (currently Petro Poroshenko, in office since 7 June 2014) is the
official head of state and the Ukrainian Army’s Supreme Commander-in-Chief, and is
directly elected by popular vote for a five-year term. With the consent of parliament, the
President appoints the Prime Minister, the Prosecutor-General and Head of the Security
Service, the Chair of the Anti-Monopoly Committee of Ukraine and a number of other key
figures.

2 Source: CIA World Factbook
3 Source: CIA World Factbook
4 Source: State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, 2001 Census
5 The remaining 9% is composed of small Romanian-, Polish-, and Hungarian-speaking minorities. Source: CIA

World Factbook.
6 Source: CIA World Factbook
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Moreover, the President appoints the heads of regional administrations, the High Command
of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and half of the members of the Council of the National Bank
of Ukraine. Under the constitution, the President, once elected, may not be the leader of a
political party.

The executive branch is headed by the Prime Minister (currently Arseniy Yatsenyuk, in
office since 27 February 2014), who is appointed by the President with the consent of the
Verkhovna Rada (the parliament). As head of government, the Prime Minister appoints the
members of the cabinet with the consent of the parliament (except for the Minister of
Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Defence, who are proposed by the President).

Legislative power lies with the single-chamber parliament (the Supreme Council of
Ukraine or Verkhovna Rada). Its 450 members are elected for a five-year term. 50 % of
the seats are allocated to party lists on a proportional basis (with a 5 % threshold); the
remaining 50 % of members are elected from single-member constituencies using a simple
majority system.7

On 26 October 2014, anticipated Parliamentary elections took place. The following political
groups will be represented in the new Parliament:8

 People's Front (of the Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk) - 22.14 % votes on the
list and 82 seats;9

 Petro Poroshenko Bloc - 21.82 % votes on the list and 132 seats;

 Samopomich (‘Self Resilience’) - 10.97 % votes on the list and 33 seats;

 Opposition Bloc - 9.43 % votes on the list and 29 seats;

 Radical party - 7.44 % votes on the list and 22 seats;

 Batkivshchyna (‘Fatherland’) - 5.68 % votes on the list and 19 seats;

 Svoboda (‘Freedom’) - 4.71 % votes on the list and 6 seats;10

 Strong Ukraine - 3.11 % votes on the list and 1 seat;

 Zastup - 2.65 % votes on the list and 1 seat;

 Pravy Sector - 1.80 % votes on the list and 1 seat;

 Volia - 1 seat; and

 Independent candidates - 96 seats.

The Communist Party and Civil Position received respectively only 3.88 % and 3.10 % of
the votes for the lists (which is below the threshold of 5 %) and did not win any seat in the
single-member constituencies. It will be the first time that the Communist Party will not
have its representation in the Verkhovna Rada.

The Party of Regions, the former ruling party under President Yanukovich, has experienced
major decomposition since the fall of its leader. The party decided to present candidates
only for election on single-member constituencies, mainly in districts of the Donbas, and
ruled out a nation-wide proportional list. The party will not be represented in the new
Parliament.

7 Source: CIA World Factbook
8 Twenty-seven seats remained not filled, as Ukraine could not organise the elections in Crimea, Sevastopol and in

some parts of the eastern Ukrainian territories currently under the control of the Russian Federation and pro-
Russian separatists.

9 As half of the seats are allocated in the single-member constituencies, People's Front got the largest number of
votes on the party lists but Petro Poroshenko Bloc got the largest number of seats.

10 Svoboda, Strong Ukraine, Zastup, Pravy Sector and Volia received the support below the threshold of 5 % but
got their seats in the single-member constituencies.
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In 2004 the Verkhovna Rada adopted a set of amendments to the Constitution in favour of
a more parliamentary system. However, in 2010 the Constitutional Court ruled those
amendments null and void, thus returning the institutional system to the presidential
regime of the 1996 Constitution. The 2004 amendments to the Constitution were restored
by the Verkhovna Rada on 21 February 2014, in the midst of the Ukrainian crisis.

From independence to Euromaidan

After gaining independence from the former USSR in August 1991, Ukraine began a
difficult transition led by Leonid Kravchuk. The 1996 Constitution was promulgated
during Leonid Kuchma’s Presidency. Under Kuchma the country achieved political
stability. However, the system was fiercely criticised for electoral fraud, corruption and
concentration of power. In 2004 Viktor Yanukovich was declared the winner of the
presidential elections, but popular discontent turned into a public outcry in support of
Viktor Yuschenko, the opposition candidate. The peaceful Orange Revolution of 2004
brought to power Viktor Yuschenko (President) and Yuliya Tymoshenko (Prime
Minister), consigning Viktor Yanukovich to the opposition. Yanukovich eventually won
the 2010 presidential elections and remained in office until the Euromaidan protests.

1.2. The economy

The fiscal, financial and structural vulnerabilities accumulated over years have left the
economy of Ukraine highly exposed to external shocks.

Under the USSR, the Ukrainian republic was the most important component of the Union
after Russia. It produced more than one quarter of Soviet agricultural output and supplied
raw materials to industries and mining sites throughout the whole USSR, due to its
diversified heavy industry. With the break-up of the Soviet Union, however, the lack of
substantial reforms and dependence on Russian energy supplies led to Ukraine registering a
fall in output of 60% by 1999.11

In the first decade of the 2000s, a boom in steel prices allowed national income to rise
despite the absence of productivity growth. However, the pre-crisis favourable conjuncture
also allowed the political elites to postpone structural reforms and loosen fiscal pressure.12

The 2008 global financial crisis pushed Ukraine into one of the deepest recessions in Europe
and in the world, with GDP contracting by 15 % in 2009. In 2010, a cyclical recovery
occurred thanks to a strong devaluation of the hryvnia, an improved global environment
and public investment ahead of the European football championship held in 2012. Public
debt fell from 40.5 % to 36 % in 2011. However, in 2012 the energy price reform stalled
and the fiscal condition of the country started worsening again.13

11 Source: CIA World Factbook
12 Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013
13 Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013
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Table 2: Selected economic indicators (2009-2012)

2009 2010 2011 2012

Real GDP (% change) -14.8 4.1 5.2 3.0

Domestic demand (% change) -26.4 7.3 11.5 4.1

Consumption (% change) -10.2 5.6 9.2 4.9

Investment (% change) -16.2 1.7 2.3 -0.8

Net exports (% change) 11.6 -3.1 -6.4 -1.1

Public debt (% of GDP) 35.4 40.5 36 34.7

External debt (% of GDP) 88.2 86 76.4 69.8

Current account balance (% of
GDP)

-1.5 -2.2 -5.5 -6.4

Foreign direct investment

(% of GDP)

4.0 4.2 4.2 4.6

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook 2013

Overall, Ukraine is considered a lower middle-income country, with GDP per capita
standing at USD 7 400 (adjusted for purchasing power parity): the country thus ranking
139th in the world in GDP per capita. 24 % of the population of Ukraine was below the
poverty line in 2010.14

Productivity performance is generally poor, and many regions have failed to return to pre-
crisis levels of growth. Domestic demand is constrained by slow credit growth and fiscal
pressure, while external demand remains moderate. The industrial capital stock is limited
and deteriorating. Moreover, months of political turmoil have made Ukraine increasingly
unattractive to investors.15

After the formation of an interim government in late February 2014, the IMF adopted an
assistance package of USD 17.01 billion to stabilise the Ukrainian economy.16

The economy of Ukraine is strongly export-oriented. Steel and other base metals account
for one-third of Ukrainian exports. More than 30 % of the country’s export revenues
come from trade with the European Union. Following the introduction of autonomous trade
preferences in April 2014, Ukrainian exports to the EU have increased by almost 25 % in
the last 6 months.17 However, Ukraine’s most important export destination (accounting for
40 % of all exports) is constituted by the countries of the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS), and this has been the case since 2006.18

The Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA)19 included in the Association
Agreement signed between the European Union and Ukraine is expected to boost the
country’s exports to the EU by EUR 1 billion per year and gradually bring its trade-related
rules and standards in line with the EU’s.20

14 Source: CIA World Factbook
15 Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013
16 Source: http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2014/new043014a.htm
17 Source: EU Delegation to Ukraine, “Ukraine: impact on ATM and restrictions from Russia on exports”, 25

September 2014
18 According to the OECD, exports to CIS countries have represented around 40 % of total Ukrainian exports since

2006 (ahead of exports to EU Member States, which amount to some 30 %). Before 2006, the reverse applied.
Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013

19 The provisional application of the DCFTA has been postponed until 1 January 2016.
20 Source: European Commission DG Trade - Ukraine webpage
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Ukraine’s primary exports to the EU are iron, steel, mining products, agricultural products
and machinery. Apparel, textiles, food products, vegetable oils and non-ferrous metals are
the sectors expected to benefit most from the DCFTA with the EU, according to the
Commission’s DG Trade.

The Ukrainian economy is characterised by regional specialisations reflecting differences
in the country. The more populous eastern oblasts, traditionally under greater Russian
economic influence, specialise in heavy industry. By contrast, the central and western
regions, which were long under Polish and Austrian rule, are rather specialised in
agriculture.

Table 3: Regional specialisation

Geographical
area

Administrative region
(oblast)

Specialisation

North Kyiv, Zhytomyr,
Chernihiv

Construction and high-level services
(financial intermediation, real estate,
trade)

North-east Kharkiv Service sector

East Donetsk, Dnipropretrovsk Industry (energy, coal, metals, chemicals,
construction materials, heavy engineering)

North-west Volyn, Rivne Agriculture (but moving towards trade and
services)

West

(Carpathian
region)

Lviv, Zakarpattya, Ivano-
Frankivsk, Chernivtsi

Engineering, construction, metal
processing, woodwork, tourism (regions
rich in water and forest)

Centre-west Vinnitsa, Khmelnytskiy,
Ternopil (Podil region)

Agriculture

(poorer and least urbanised regions;
heavy dependence on agriculture)Centre Cherkasy, Kirovohrad

South Black Sea coast Agriculture

Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013

1.3. Population
Demographic trends vary across Ukraine. The national average population density is 75
inhabitants per square kilometre, but density is much lower in the northernmost regions
(39 inhabitants/sq km in the Chernihiv oblast), and much higher in the south-east (183
inhabitants/sq km in the Donetsk oblast).21

However, the urban population (67.2 %) largely exceeds the rural population in the whole
country. Around 3 million people live in the capital city, Kyiv, and four other major cities
have populations in excess of 1 million (Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, and Odessa).22

The regionally specialised nature of the economy is also reflected in a high level of regional
dispersion as regards GDP per capita (compared to the OECD norm).23

21 Source: Ukrainian Ministry of Economic Development and Trade
22 Source: World Population Review
23 Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013
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The origin of these regional imbalances dates back to the Soviet era, but the divergences
has been exacerbated by the transition to a market economy in the 1990s.

Regional disparities in per capita income would be expected to be adjusted by the
movement of workers from regions lagging behind to regions offering better job prospects.
However, OECD data on growing dispersion in Ukraine suggest that internal mobility of
workers has little impact.

Figure 2: Regional dispersion of GDP 2009 (comparison with OECD countries)

Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013

Potential barriers to labour market adjustment in relation to geographical mobility within
Ukraine are:

 Lack of affordable housing in urban areas;

 Limited access to locally provided public services and social benefits, which are
generally tied to the place of residence;

 Deficiencies in transport infrastructure between hinterlands;

 Disparities in the cost of living, implying that higher wages in the most productive
areas are not necessarily reflected into higher disposable incomes;

 Poor ICT infrastructure impacting on access to job offers.24

24 Source: Background Report for World Bank, Report No 68824-ECA (Olga Kupets, ‘In Search of Opportunities:
How a More Mobile Workforce Can Propel Ukraine’s Prosperity’, May 2012), p. 40
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However, the existence of a large informal labour market (accounting for over 22 % of
total employment) makes it difficult to undertake an exact assessment of labour market
trends.25 It is likely that a significant proportion of adjustment occurs within the informal
sector.26

The labour force accounts for about 22 million people. The largest share of labour is
employed in the service sector (68.4 %), with 26 % in industry and 5.6 % in agriculture.

The unemployment rate in 2013 was 7.2 %, below the EU average (10.8 %) and far
lower than the unemployment rates in EU Member States such as Greece (27 %), Spain
(26 %) or Portugal (16.5 %) for the same year. Nonetheless, Ukraine’s unemployment rate
is higher than that of any CIS country other than Armenia. Youth unemployment in
Ukraine (17 %) is also below the EU average of 23 %.27

Ukraine faces a steady trend of population decline due to the low birth rate (9.4 births /
1000 people) and the high mortality rate (15.72 deaths / 1000 people).

25 Source: The World Bank estimated that in 2009 the share of workers employed in the informal sector was over
22 % of total employment (approximately 4.5 million people aged 15-70). Source: OECD Territorial Reviews -
Ukraine 2013, p. 55

26 Source: OECD Territorial Reviews - Ukraine 2013
27 Source: State Statistics Service of Ukraine - Economic Activity of Population in Ukraine 2013
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2. TERRITORIAL ADMINISTRATION IN UKRAINE

2.1. Current administrative division of Ukraine

Ukraine is one of the largest countries in Europe. With an area of 603 700 sq km, it is
bigger than metropolitan France (the total area of France is 543 965 sq km without the
overseas départements, but 632 834 sq km including them).

Figure 3: The administrative division of Ukraine

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine

Ukraine is a unitary state. Its territorial division has not changed much since the period
when it was part of the Soviet Union. The new government of Arseniy Yatsenyuk is
currently preparing a complex decentralisation reform that should increase the efficiency of
Ukrainian regional and local authorities, clarify their competences and reinforce their
financial stability. These reforms will require the modification of the Ukrainian Constitution
and strong political support from the national parliament.

The current system of administrative and territorial division of Ukraine includes: the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea; oblasts; districts; cities; city districts;
settlements; and villages.28

The self-governments are established by Article 7 of the Constitution of Ukraine, and their
principles are set out in Chapter XI of the Constitution. Local self-government is defined as
‘the right of a territorial community — residents of a village or a voluntary association of
residents of several villages into one village community, residents of a settlement, and of a
city — to independently resolve issues of local character within the limits of the Constitution
and the laws of Ukraine.

28 After Article 133 of the Constitution of Ukraine.
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District (rayon) and regional (oblast) councils are bodies of local self-government that
represent the common interests of territorial communities of villages, settlements and
cities. Particular aspects of the functioning of local self-government in the cities of Kyiv and
Sevastopol are determined by special laws.

Ukrainian public administration is divided into central government and three levels of
territorial authority:

 The regional level consists of 27 units: 24 regions (oblasts), one
Autonomous Republic of Crimea and two cities with oblast competences,
namely Kyiv and Sevastopol;

 The district level comprises 490 districts (rayons) and city districts;

 The communal level consists of around 12 000 small towns and villages.

Ukrainian regions (oblasts) vary in terms of population, size and economic potential. The
Donetsk region has the biggest population, of over 4.5 million inhabitants (almost 10 % of
the total population of Ukraine), and the Chernivtski region has the smallest population
(other than Sevastopol city), i.e. just 0.9 million inhabitants. The city of Sevastopol has
around 380 000 inhabitants. The Odessa region occupies an area of 33 300 sq km (5.5 %
of the territory of Ukraine), while the Chernivtski region accounts for only 8 100 sq km. The
cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol have smaller areas.

Over 67.2 % of the population of Ukraine lives in the cities.29 There are 5 cities with a
population larger than a million: Kyiv (2.8 million inhabitants), Kharkiv (1.4 million),
Dnipropetrovsk (1 million), Donetsk (1 million) and Odessa (1 million). A further 42
Ukrainian cities have a population of between 100 000 and 1 million.30

Kyiv is the largest city and the capital of Ukraine. With a population of almost 3 million, it
plays an important economic and political role. The share of Kyiv in the gross value added
of Ukraine exceeds 11 %.31 The City of Kyiv exercises at the same time the responsibilities
of region (oblast) and district (rayon). It is surrounded by the Kyiv region (oblast), whose
council is also located in the city. Due to its important role, the city has a special legal
status, guaranteed by the constitution and defined in law. The head of the city council, the
mayor, is elected by direct popular vote. Since June 2014, the mayor of Kyiv has been
Vitaliy Klychko. Since 2010, an important part of the executive power of the city of Kyiv
has been exercised by the state administration, whose head is nominated by the President
of Ukraine.

Crimea became one of the oblasts (regions) of Ukraine in 1954. In the independent
Ukrainian state it has the status of an Autonomous Republic. Its status is laid down in
Chapter X of the Constitution of Ukraine. Crimea has its own parliament (the Verkhovna
Rada of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea) and government (Council of Ministers of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea), under a constitution adopted by the Verkhovna Rada of
the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and approved by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. The
head of the Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea is appointed by the
parliament of the Autonomous Republic. In their activities, Crimea’s parliament and
government are obliged to respect the Constitution and the laws of Ukraine. In March 2014,
the Russian Federation illegally annexed Crimea and Ukraine lost control over the
peninsula.32

29 Source: State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, Census 2001
30 Source: World Population Review
31 Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine
32 On 20 March 2014, the European Council strongly condemned the illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol

to the Russian Federation.
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To deal with this situation, in April 2014 a special law on Securing the Rights and Freedoms
of Citizens and the Legal Regime in the Temporarily Occupied Territory of Ukraine33 was
approved by the Ukrainian Parliament.

Crimea has a population of over 2 million. In the Ukrainian census of 2001, 58.5 % of the
population of Crimea defined themselves as ethnic Russians, 24.4 % as ethnic Ukrainians
and 12.01 % as Crimean Tatars.34

The City of Sevastopol is located on the Crimean Peninsula but is administratively
separate from the Autonomous Republic of Crimea. Despite a population of only some
350 000, Sevastopol is an important city and a base for both the Ukrainian navy (until the
illegal annexation of the city by the Russian Federation) and the Russian Black Sea fleet.
Similarly to Kyiv, Sevastopol has a special legal status, guaranteed by the Constitution and
laid down in law. Contrary to the City of Kyiv, it exercises only the responsibilities of oblast
(region). Administratively, it is divided into two boroughs. In March 2014, Sevastopol was
illegally annexed by the Russian Federation and Ukraine lost control over the city.

Table 4: Ukrainian administrative units

Source: OECD Territorial Reviews. Ukraine 2013, OECD Publishing, 2014

33 Law of Ukraine No 1207-VII of 15 April 2014 on Securing Rights and Freedoms of Citizens and the Legal Regime
in the Temporarily Occupied Territory of Ukraine.

34 Source: Valerie Ramet, ‘Ukraine’s future at risk’, European Parliament, March 2014
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2.2. Organisation and finances of Ukrainian regional and local
authorities

Ukrainian territorial communities (villages, settlements and cities) have elected councils
and their own executive bodies (with city mayors and town and village council leaders).
However, as most of these communities are small and have very limited resources, it is
only in the cities that the executive bodies can be considered effective. 92 % of these
communities have less than 3 000 inhabitants, and 11 % have less than 500.35 The
fragmentation of the Ukrainian territorial communities is considered to be one of the major
weaknesses of the territorial administration system that the proposed future
decentralisation reform will have to correct. Future mergers of local councils are expected
to be one of the most politically difficult elements of the proposed reform.

The regions (oblasts) and districts (rayons) have elected councils which have legislative
power. Their executive power is exercised by the territorial organs of the state
administration. The President of Ukraine nominates the heads of the state administration
in each region and district. They are subordinated to the central government. Regional
councils can request the change of the head of the state administration, subject to the
support of at least two thirds of their members.

The local and regional councils, as well as the Verkhovna Rada of the Autonomous Republic
of Crimea, are elected for a five-year term. The next regional elections are expected to
take place in mid-2015. The chairs of the district and oblast councils are elected by the
councils’ members and head the administration of those councils.

Ukrainian governance structure is fairly centralised. Territorial collectivities depend on the
central administration in terms of both functions and resources. Own resources of local
collectivities are very limited and not sufficient to allow them to exercise their
responsibilities properly. They have almost no influence on the level of local taxes. Nearly
half of local and regional revenues come from state transfers, and the execution of local
and regional budgets lies in the hands of the state administration in the region (according
to the OECD Territorial Review, in 2012, state transfers came to UAH 86 billion out of the
total of 183 billion of the Ukrainian regional and local authorities’ budgets). The financial
dependence of the territorial collectivities is considered to be an important challenge for the
future decentralisation reform.

Table 5: Comparison of key revenues of sub-national tiers of government
(million UAH)

Source: OECD Territorial Reviews. Ukraine 2013, OECD Publishing, 2014

35 Source: Adriana Skorupska, Reforma samorządowa na Ukrainie, Biuletyn numer 88, The Polish Institute of
International Affairs, 9 July 2014
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In addition, Ukrainian regional and local authorities do not have much autonomy in the
management of their functions. The services and goods that they are obliged to provide are
mainly decided by the central government in the Budget Code. Thus, the elected councils
have only a limited influence in terms of administering local and regional affairs.

The potential for medium- and long-term planning at local and regional level is limited.
Territorial collectivities have little autonomy regarding their future revenues and rely on
central government decisions which are made from an annual perspective. In addition, the
government enjoys considerable flexibility in deciding the level of subsidy payable to each
region, and can change that level during the year. This can create uncertainty and limits
the willingness of the territorial collectivities to take on long-term commitments.

Contrary to the political declarations of the previous government, in recent years Ukraine,
rather than progressing towards decentralisation, was becoming more centralised, in
particular on the budgetary and planning levels. The new Budget Code, decided by central
government, includes a detailed list of the services and goods that have to be provided by
local and regional administrations. However, many of these obligations are described in a
vague and imprecise way, resulting in conflicts of competences and uncertainty as to who
should take the decisions and spend the resources for certain activities.

2.3. Competences of Ukrainian regional and local authorities

The competences of Ukrainian regional and local authorities are laid down in Article 143 of
the Constitution of Ukraine. The competences of the territorial communities of a village,
settlement or city cover:

 management of the property in communal ownership;

 approval of the programmes of socio-economic and cultural development and
control of their implementation;

 approval of their budgets and control of their implementation;

 establishment of local taxes and levies in accordance with the law;

 holding of local referendums and the implementation of their results;

 establishment of communal enterprises, organisations and institutions, and
control over their activity; and

 other matters of local importance ascribed to their competence by law.

The competences of the oblast and district councils cover:

 approval of programmes for socio-economic and cultural development, and
control over their implementation;

 approval of their budgets and control over their implementation;

 other matters ascribed to their competence by law.

The central government can delegate additional powers to local and regional authorities. In
this case it has to transfer the necessary financial resources.
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The competences of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea are described in Articles 137
and 138 of the Constitution of Ukraine. The Autonomous Republic can exercise legislative
powers in the following areas:

 agriculture and forestry;

 land reclamation and mining;

 public works, crafts and trades;

 charity;

 city construction and housing management;

 tourism, the hotel industry and fairs;

 museums, libraries, theatres, other cultural establishments historical and cultural
preserves;

 public transport, roads and water supply;

 hunting and fishing; and

 sanitary and hospital services.

The President of Ukraine may suspend legal acts of the Crimean parliament and appeal to
the Constitutional Court of Ukraine in regard to their conformity with the Constitution of
Ukraine.

The competences of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea comprise:

 designating elections of deputies to the Verkhovna Rada of the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea and approving the composition of the Electoral Commission of
the Autonomous Republic of Crimea;

 organising and conducting local referendums;

 managing property belonging to the Autonomous Republic of Crimea;

 drawing up, approving and implementing the budget of the Autonomous Republic
of Crimea on the basis of the uniform tax and budget policy of Ukraine;

 drawing up, approving and implementing programmes of the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea for socio-economic and cultural development, rational use of
natural resources and environmental protection, in accordance with national
programmes;

 recognising the status of localities as resorts; establishing zones for the sanitary
protection of resorts;

 participating in ensuring the rights and freedoms of citizens, national harmony,
and promotion of the protection of legal order and public security;

 ensuring the operation and development of the state language and national
languages and cultures in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea; protection and
use of historical monuments;

 participating in the development and realisation of state programmes for the
return of deported peoples; and

 initiating the introduction of a state of emergency and the establishment of zones
of an ecological emergency situation in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea or in
its particular areas.

In March 2014, the Russian Federation illegally annexed Crimea and Ukraine lost control
over the peninsula.
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2.4. Special provisions related to the conflict in Crimea, Donetsk
and Luhansk

The Donetsk and Luhansk regions are among the biggest and economically most important
in Ukraine. Their populations are respectively over 4.5 million (Donetsk) and 2.5 million
(Luhansk). These two regions cover an area of 26 500 sq km (Donetsk) and 26 700 sq km
(Luhansk), thus making up together some 9 % of the territory of Ukraine.

In April 2014, pro-Russian separatists in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions declared
independence. This led to the eruption of violence in those parts of Ukraine. To avoid the
escalation of the conflict, on 5 September 2014 representatives of Ukraine, the Russian
Federation, the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and certain
districts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions agreed on a ceasefire, in the so-called Minsk
Protocol. This document described the actions necessary for future de-escalation of the
conflict.

To implement its commitments, on 16 September 2014 the Ukrainian Parliament approved
a law on ‘Special Order of Local Government in Certain Districts of the Donetsk and
Luhansk Regions’36, and an amnesty law.37 These laws prohibit the criminal prosecution
of persons involved in the events in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions and grants a special
local government regime to some districts in these regions.

This special regime was introduced for a period of three years. It would make it possible to
hold early local elections in the districts controlled by the separatists. The new local
authorities would have the right to choose the language they use, would have a wide
margin of financial independence and would exercise their own executive power. Cities,
towns and villages would be allowed to create their own ‘people’s militias’. The goal of
these laws was to create the conditions for normalisation and restoration of peace in the
region.

On 2 November 2014, pro-Russian separatists in Donetsk and Luhansk organised so-called
‘presidential and parliamentary elections’. Ukraine and the European Union do not
recognise these 'elections' considering them illegal, illegitimate and an obstacle to peace in
Ukraine. As these 'elections' were held contrary to the Minsk Protocol, on 14 November,
President Poroshenko issued a decree requesting the Parliament to revoke the law on
Special Order of Local Government in Certain Districts of the Donetsk and Luhansk Regions.

The Autonomous Republic of Crimea has an area of 26 100 sq km and a population of some
2 million. In addition, the city of Sevastopol has a population of some 380 000 and an area
of 864 sq km.

In March 2014, Russia illegally annexed the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the
city of Sevastopol. Ukraine and the EU consider this annexation to be illegal, and do not
recognise Russia’s de facto rule in the peninsula. Ukraine considers Crimea to be a ‘territory
temporarily occupied by the Russian Federation’. On 15 April 2014, the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine adopted a law on ‘Securing the Rights and Freedoms of Citizens and the
Legal Regime on the Temporarily Occupied Territory of Ukraine’.38

36 Law of Ukraine No 5081 of 16 September 2014 on Special Order of Local Government in Certain Districts of the
Donetsk and Luhansk Regions.

37 Law of Ukraine No 5082 of 16 September 2014 on Preventing Persecution and Punishment of Participants of
Events on the Territories of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts.

38 Law of Ukraine No 1207-VII of 15 April 2014 on Securing Rights and Freedoms of Citizens and the Legal Regime
in the Temporarily Occupied Territory of Ukraine.
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This law establishes the legal regime for Crimea and Sevastopol during the Russian
occupation. It lays down rules on such matters as the right of entry and exit, guarantees of
property rights, economic activity, functioning of the Ukrainian public bodies, and the rights
and obligations of Ukrainian citizens living in these territories.
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3. CONCLUSIONS - THE NEED FOR DECENTRALISATION
REFORM

Ukraine has been independent since 1991. It has inherited its territorial administrative
structure from the Soviet period. Since independence the need for major regional reform
has been widely recognised, but owing to political difficulties no reforms have as yet been
implemented. Today, one of the key challenges facing the current Ukrainian authorities is
to prepare and implement a wide-ranging reform of territorial structure, the division of
competences, and the financial capacities of local and regional authorities.

The government of Arseniy Yatsenyuk is currently working on the preparation of the
decentralisation reform. It will require the modification of the Ukrainian Constitution, and
therefore the support of two thirds of parliament. In the preparation of the main elements
of the reform, the Ukrainian government is being assisted by experts from the European
Union.

While the number of regions (24 regions, plus two cities with regional competences and the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea) does not create problems, the number of districts (490)
and, in particular, the number of local councils (some 12 000) tend to be considered too
large. These small collectivities are too weak and too dependent on government help. To
reduce the number of small authorities will be a difficult and politically sensitive process.
Thus, the programme of incentives for mergers of districts and local authorities is very
important.

It is crucial to introduce a clear division of competences between national government and
regional and local authorities. Introduction of subsidiarity rules and elimination of the
current conflicts of competences will encourage local authorities to take firm action and will
increase their responsibility towards their communities.

To benefit from new and clearly defined competences, local and regional authorities should
be equipped with executive bodies that are fully accountable to their elected councils. In
addition, these collectivities should have sufficient and clearly defined financial resources.
More powers over local and regional taxation, as well as removing central government’s
discretionary powers over the level of state transfers, will increase the financial stability of
the regional and local authorities and bolster their readiness for long-term planning and
investment.

The role of the state administration in the regions, districts and local authorities should be
limited and should be focused on monitoring the legality of the actions of the regional and
local authorities.

It is also important to restore peace and re-establish the control of the Ukrainian
government over the Ukrainian territories currently under the control of the Russian
Federation and pro-Russian separatists. The planned territorial reforms can facilitate future
reconciliation and the development of the territories concerned. It is important that during
the preparation of the decentralisation reform, the government in Kyiv takes into
consideration the diversity of the Ukrainian regions.
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